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One Button Watch, 
White Face, Male Voice, 

Silver Brand#  101085

These male voice watches have 
the simplicity of a one button 
watch, but also speak the day 
and date, saying, for example, 
"Monday, Four June." They also 
feature an alarm.These watches 
are available in Men's or Ladies' 
sizes.

$29.56 1 Received

Braille Watch - Gold 
Face - Gold Expansion 
Band item # 1061065

This Braille watch is great for 
everyday use. Gold watch allows 
for rugged everyday use for 
persons who are non sighted. 
Watch has a gold face with black 
font for persons who are sighted 
if help is needed. Watch opens at 
6 o'clock and has three dots at 
12, two dots at 3, 6, and 9, and 
single dots at 2, 4, 7, 8, 10, and 
11.

$39.96 1 Received

Colorino Color Identifier 
#461001

The Colorino Color Identifier 
distinguishes over 150 different 
color shades, with distinctions 
such as Light Red and Vivid Red.   
With this device you can 
effectively complete daily tasks 
such as picking out clothes to 
wear, sorting laundry and 
matching colors when needed.

$158.36 3 Received
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Prodigi Duo Base with 
24" Screen

A Personal Vision Assistant that 
incorporates both a table-top 
magnifier and a hand-held 
magnifier to provide freedom 
and independence for people 
with low vision

$3,099.00 1 Received

TiLite TX

The TiLite TX wheelchair has the 
features of an ultra lightweight 
rigid wheelchair with the 
convenience of a compact folding 
frame

$2,862.00 1 Received

Graham Field Traveler 
Standard Wheelchair

Graham Field Traveler L3 
3F010120 -19 is a lightweight 
manual wheelchair with a weight 
of 34 pounds. The wheelchair can 
hold 250 pounds

$214.00 1 Received
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Drive Medical XL 
Wheelchair 24"

This heavy-duty wheelchair 
supports up to 500 pounds and 
has reinforced steel gussets and 
durable, heavy-gauge reinforced 
naugahyde upholstery. The 
urethane tires are mounted on 
composite wheels to provide 
durability and a smooth ride over 
most surfaces.

$330.00 1 Received

Medline Pediatric 
Wheelchair 14"

The Medline Excel Kidz Pediatric 
Wheelchair is a child's manual 
wheelchair designed for use by 
children with mobility disabilities. 
The Kidz chair comes standard 
with a dual axle for a dual seat-to-
floor height. Swing-back arms 
with arm release and padded and 
upholstered armrests make this 
one of the most comfortable 
pediatric wheelchairs on the 
market.

$600.00 1 Received

Designer Winnie Mimi 
Lite Deluxe Aluminum 

Rollator

This rollator provides security 
and stability to the user with its 
padded seat, optional padded 
back rest, and loop lock 
comprised of aluminum casting. 
Handles can be adjusted 
according to the user's height.

$166.99 1 Received
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iPad with Retina Display 
(Wi-Fi) 128GB

The Retina display on iPad makes 
everything look crisp and lifelike. 
Text is razor sharp. Colors are 
vibrant. Photos and videos are 
rich with detail.                                                  
Accessibility Features: VoiceOver 
screen reader, Guided Access, 
Support for playback of closed-
captioned content, 
AssistiveTouch interface for 
adaptive accessories, Full-screen 
zoom magnification, Large text, 
Option to invert colors, Left/right 
volume adjustment

$788.00 1 Received

Clarity Alertmaster 
AL10

The Clarity AlertMaster™ AL10™ 
is part of our Visual Alert System 
for the deaf or people with 
profound hearing loss. The 
AL10™ alerts you to telephone 
calls and the doorbell, and has 
optional accessories that can 
alert you to an audio alarm

$179.00 2 Received
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Alertmaster Audio 
Alarm Transmitter

A wireless transmitter that alerts 
to the sound of a smoke alarm or 
other audio alerts in the home. It 
becomes activated after 15 
seconds of sound.

$49.70 2 Received

Alertmaster Door 
Announcer

The AlertMaster AMDX Door 
Announcer, by Clarity, is a 
transmitter that provides alerts 
to the sound of a door knock or 
doorbell. It is an ideal solution for 
those with a moderate-to-severe 
hearing loss.

$49.70 2 Received

Alertmaster Portable 
Personal Signaler

The AMPX is a wireless, portable 
personal pager receiver that 
provides alerts from the AM6000 
and AL10 Notification Systems.  
An ideal solution for those with a 
moderate-to-severe hearing loss. 

$79.70 2 Received
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Alertmaster Motion 
Sensor

A wireless infrared sensor notifies 
you when someone enters an 
area of your home you would like 
to monitor such as a hallway, 
window or entryway. 

$79.70 2 Received

Automatic Card Shuffler

The easy-to-use Automatic Card 
Shuffler takes the hassle out of 
mixing cards. Holds up to two 
decks of cards at a time. Great for 
everyone and will be especially 
helpful for those with limited 
hand dexterit

$11.75 1 Received

Play Card Holder

Holds up to 15 cards. Stand on 
table or hold in hand. Organizes 
hand for easier play. The card 
holder has an inner liner that lets 
you space the cards and hold 
them evenly and further apart. 
Excellent for the vision impaired, 
and for the arthritic.

$9.95 1 Received
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Plastic Playing Card 
Holder (10" long)

he 1/2 wide slots in these holders 
narrow down to 1/8, creating 
easy entry and a great hold on 
your cards Easy to clean, light and 
stable. 

$7.95 1 Received

Z-20 Videophone

The Z20 Videophone is a 
videophone that allows deaf or 
hard of hearing individuals to use 
sign language to place phone 
calls.  This can be from one 
videophone to another, or it can 
be to a voice call that is routed 
through a relay interpreting 
service.  It has a 10.6 inch LCD 
widescreen, HD video camera, 
built in handset, Voice Carry Over 
(VCO) Plus and call waiting.

$995.00 1 Received
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Snap and Read 
Software

Snap&Read is an accessible text 
reader that can read any text on-
screen as it floats over any 
application. The simple one-
button interface reads both 
accessible and inaccessible text 
aloud from Flash websites, Word 
docs, PDFs, web-based tests, 
images, and even dialog boxes.

$129.99 1 Received

Pererro IOS Switch 
Adapter

pererro is an advanced switch 
input adapter that lets you use 
control switches to operate iOS 
devices.

$255.75 2 Received

Door Beacon with LED 
Light

This door knock sensor has an 
extra bright light that flashes for 
several seconds after someone 
knocks on the door.

$29.95 3 Received
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Smartview Graduate 
360

The SmartView Graduate is a light 
portable magnification and CCTV 
viewer. It can be plugged via a 
USB into a student’s laptop 
enabling someone with a visual 
impairment to see information 
on a whiteboard, data projector 
or any information from a 
distance. It can also be used a 
CCTV to magnify information 
such as handouts and documents 
etc. 

$2,195.00 1 Received

Eye Pal

Eye-Pal is a portable USB 
scanner/reader that instantly 
converts printed material into 
speech, text files or refreshable 
Braille. Eye-Pal may be used with  
Braille displays from Freedom 
Scientific, Optelec, and 
Handytech. 

$1,115.62 2 Pending

Grip & Puff Switch

This pneumatic switch is 
activated by slightly squeezing 
the vinyl grip. Can be used with 
our Grip Kit. You can remove the 
Grip and use it as a Puff Switch

$74.95 2 Pending
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Grip Switch Kit

These brightly-colored tubular 
grips are easily interchanged with 
Grip and Puff switches. Each kit 
comes with five grips 
approximately 4" in length and in 
varying diameters from to 1". The 
larger the grip, the easier it is to 
activate.

$48.95 2 Pending

Pinch Swith

This compact pinch switch 
requires only slight pressure, is 
small enough to be held in a 
child’s hand and is great for 
teaching prehension skills. 
Operate it by pinching, squeezing 
or bending. 3" x 1/4", 2 ounces.

$33.95 1 Pending

Adapted Etch-A-Sketch 

Activate your way to great 
looking pictures. The four built-in 
switches allow you to draw in any 
direction. Move up, down, left, or 
right with ease. When you are 
done, simply shake it and you are 
ready to start sketching again.

$227.95 1 Pending
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Talking Photo Album

The Talking Photo Album lets you 
record up to ten seconds of 
personalized messages on each 
of its 24 pages. This easy-to-use 
speech output device holds 
standard 4 x 6-inch photos of 
your own picture/text cards; user 
squeezes the play button to 
activate speech.

$59.95 1 Pending

Activity Kit for the 
Visually Impaired

The items in this kit emphasize 
concrete experiences through 
touch and hearing thereby 
increasing tactile skills and 
perception. 

$195.95 2 Pending

Cushion Grip Switch

A fantastic sensitive switch that 
fits most hands. Just slip it over 
your hand and you can use a 
palmer grasp or roll it on a tray or 
tabletop to activate any device or 
toy.

$42.95 2 Pending
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Clear Clock 
Communicator

This popular, transparent-faced 
clock communicator makes it 
easy for teacher and student to 
view one another. The student 
can communicate by activating a 
switch which moves the clock 
hand to the desired picture, 
word, or object affixed to the 
clockface.

$132.95 1 Pending

Big Talk Triple Play 
(Blue)

 A spectacular combination with 
single, sequential and random 
message capabilities. 

$181.95 1 Pending

Big Talk Triple Play 
(Red)

 A spectacular combination with 
single, sequential and random 
message capabilities. 

$172.95 1 Pending
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EZ-Access Tri-Fold Ramp 
10' x 29 1/2")

The TRIFOLD® Advantage Series 
ramp, with its unique 3-fold 
design, offers the length required 
for wheelchairs and scooters to 
easily access steps, vehicles, and 
raised landings.

$900.70 1 Pending

EZ-Access Suitcase 
Ramp (4' x 29 1/2")

The SUITCASE® Advantage Series 
ramp, with its single fold design, 
offers a simple solution for 
wheelchairs and scooters to 
access vehicles or overcome 
steps with ease.

$261.90 1 Pending

Boardmaker Plus 
(Windows)

Boardmaker Plus! contains the 
ability to create interactive 
activities on the computer using 
voice, sound, animation and 
video capabilities

$399.00 1 Pending
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